
 
What you need to know if you do not 

have an operator? 
 

You have decided not to include a bubble nanny (operator, bubble manny), there are a few things 

you need to know. 

1. The Bubble tent must be monitored by an adult at all times to keep the children safe. 

2. The Bubble tent must be on a level surface, smooth surface clear of rocks or sharp objects. 

3. The white floor of the bubble tent must be flat on the ground.  How do we achieve that? 

a. Leave both the doors of the bubble tent unzipped to the corner so approximately a 

quarter of the zip length must be unzipped.  That will allow sufficient air to escape. 

b. If the tent pegs pull out, secure them with - no slack.  This tends to happen when the 

zips are closed completely, and the floor is round.  The bubble tent becomes a ball. 

4. The Bubble tent is like a giant balloon.  

a. To keep it inflated, the inside door must be closed. 

b. When children want to enter, step in to the tunnel and zip the outside door closed to 

the first corner. 

c. Then unzip the inside door. 

d. When the children want to exit, the outside door must be zipped to the top corner.  

The inside door can be unzipped.  Once in the tunnel, the inside door can be zipped 

shut and the outside door can be unzipped. 

e. If both doors are unzipped, that is OK        Make sure one of the doors is zipped up 

and it will inflate again.  It is like a big balloon, too much air escaping will deflate it. 

5. The Bubble tent can get wet with rainwater (the blower must stay dry), but not pool water.  If 

it does get wet, irrespective of the source, towel dry the area. 

6. No sharp objectives or hot items in or around the bubble tent. 

7. The bubble tent must be monitored by an adult at all times to keep the children safe. 

 

Please read the Terms and Conditions found on the website for more details.  Terms and Conditions 

will be accepted upon payment. 

 

 


